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Creative Commons licensing



This presentation is not about WHY we should have OA,

this session is about the legal mechanism behind OA



I.o.w., what we discuss here is HOW we can (legally) open up 
copyrighted content to facilitate sharing & collaboration.



Open Access is the practice of providing 

unrestricted access [via the Internet] to 
peer-reviewed scholarly materials such 

as journal articles, theses, scholarly 
monographs and book chapters/books.



<green and gold OA>

Gold OA: Publication in 
Open Access publications 

(typically OA Journals)

Green OA: Publication 
in ‘closed’ Scholarly 

publications & manuscript 
deposited in Open Access 
(institutional) Repository



<Why OA>



<Background>

Increasingly, copyright restrictions are seen as a potential 
bottleneck for digital sharing 



<Background>

Copyright supports orthodox models of publishing that 
many feel are somewhat broken, especially in the context of 

knowledge produced with public funds.



Criticism: the actual content is produced and usually 
peer-reviewed by academics – free of charge

& 

isn’t it a bit absurd that while the content is produced by 
academics that are paid with taxpayers’ money, taxpayers 

have to pay (again) to access the material?

<Background>



Funders / institutions increasingly request to publish project results openly 





<but why do we need open licensing 
in the first place?>



The way copyright laws around the world operate is that 
the moment creative works are created (including scholarly 

works), creators get a monopoly that allows them to decide 

if and how others can use this work. 



Default & automatic All Rights Reserved situation



üdepending on the nature of work 

ürule of thumb for literary works: end of 
the year in which author dies + 50 years 

Duration of copyright protection in



Author = owner 

<Ownership>

but in employer-employee relationships (incl. at 
universities) the employer usually owns the 
copyright

and funding contracts may assign © to the funder…



Assignment
transfer of rights permission to make 

use of copyrighted 
material

Licensing



Sounds all good …

But what happens if you actually want to share 
your material more freely?





E.g., because your main objective is widest-possible 
dissemination rather than making money?



https://tinyurl.com/qazbap5





Should we really create and accept private ownership 
and monopolies in cultural and knowledge 

material 

As this can severely hamper access to knowledge, incl. 
educational / scholarly material?



Could it be that new modes of copying and sharing creative 
content brought about by digital technologies

require a re-thinking of the traditional 
concept of copyright protection and 
copyright based business models?  



<open licensing / Creative Commons>



There are many different open licences – but CC is the most 
widely used open licence for literary works and music. 





Creative Commons provides free, pre-formulated & 
standardised licences that make it easier for people: 

to disseminate their works and 

share and build upon the work of others 

consistent with the rules of copyright.









<this is how it works>



If you want to use CC licensed material created by others, just 
look out for a symbol like this:

or











If you want to licence your material under a CC licence, submit it to 
a platform / publication that distributes content openly…

www.creativecommons.org





…or choose a licence yourself, e.g., by going to

www.creativecommons.org



And follow the 
instructions 

on the 
website to 
attach the 

chosen licence 
to your work.



6 licences to choose from, by combining 4 key licence terms



More information: 
http://ip-unit.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/CC-Guidelines.pdf



Thank you!

my email address is: 

tobias.schonwetter@uct.ac.za

@tobyschonwetter


